Your
Accomplishment
Stories & Skills
You Possess

Homework Exercise:
There are 4 steps to this homework assignment.

Step 1: Identify the Required Skills of Your Target Job
Job Title: ________________
List below 4 job requirements and skills that your target job requires by reviewing the job. In real world, you will want to
list 6-8 job requirements and review several job descriptions to see common requirements:

Employer Skills & Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.

Step 2: Write Your Accomplishment Stories – READ CAREFULLY
Think of a specific example for each of the required skills that demonstrate the specific skill.
Situation/Task

Describe the Problem, Challenge or Opportunity that existed and the task that
you needed to accomplish.
You must describe a specific event or situation, not a generalized description of
what you have done in the past.
Be sure to give enough detail for the interviewer to understand.

Actions

Describe the specific action s you took and be sure to keep the focus on you.
Even if you are discussing a group project or effort, describe what you did -- not
the efforts of the team.
Don't tell what you might do, tell what you did.

Results Your
Achieved

What happened? How did the event end? What did you accomplish? What did
you learn? Wherever possible, quantify your results. Numbers always impress
employers.



Do not restrict yourself to job accomplishments/examples only. You can use volunteer work, schoolrelated projects or experiences as well.



If you were part of a group, focus on your role in the group. Writing these stories will allow you to write a
more accomplishment-driven resume and discuss your accomplishments in an interview.



If you need some examples, you can review the last couple of pages in the document.

Questions to Jog Your Memory about Your Accomplishments and Specific Examples/Situations You’ve Handled
How did you show initiative?
How were you a team player? How were you
part of a team?
Did you observe or pay special attention to
How you solved a difficult problem?
something?
How did you display excellent customer
service? Or dealt with an irate customer
How did you save the day?

How did you organize or plan something?

How did you save money, time, resources?
Did you evaluate something?

How did you make changes?
Did you manage, supervise, or lead?

Did you start and/or finish something?

Did you ever have to document something?

How were you future-oriented?

What new idea did you think of?

Did you improve things?
How did you work with people?
Did you make or create something?

Did you negotiate something?
What financial functions have you performed?
Did you operate something?

How did you communicate an idea?

Job Skill/Requirement #1 (Correlate with Skill in the Skills/Requirement Box):
Situation/Task

Actions:

Results:

Skills Used: Use Skills Grid after this section to determine other skills used. Then come back here and list
the skills identified for this story.

Job Skill/Requirement #2 (Correlate with skill in the Skills/Requirement Box):

Situation/Task:

Actions:

Results:

Skills Used: Use Skills Grid after this section to determine other skills used. Then come back here and list
the skills identified for this story.

Job Skill/Requirement #3 (Correlate with skill in the Skills/Requirement Box):
Situation/Task:

Actions:

Results:

Skills Used: Use Skills Grid after this section to determine other skills used. Then come back here and list
the skills identified for this story.

Job Skill/Requirement #4 (Correlate with skill in the Skills/Requirement Box):
Situation/Task:

Actions:

Results:

Skills Used: Use Skills Grid after this section to determine other skills used. Then come back here and list
the skills identified for this story.

Unsuccessful Situation #1

Situation/Task:

Actions:

Results? What did you learn from Experience? What would you do differently next time?

Unsuccessful Situation #2

Situation/Task:

Actions:

Results? What did you learn from Experience? What would you do differently next time?

Step 3: Skill Identification
DIRECTIONS:
Once you are finished with your 4 success stories, ask yourself the following questions:
 What other skills did I use in this specific story/situation? Use the skill grid below.
The Skills Grid will help you define your areas of capability. The results will begin to indicate (or verify) your
best skills/abilities. Please follow the directions carefully:
1. Begin with your first accomplishment. In column one, place an “x” next to each descriptor that applies
to this accomplishment.
2. When you have finished step 1 for your first accomplishment, go on to your second accomplishment
and do the same in column two. Follow this procedure for each of your eight accomplishments/stories.
3. Once you complete this procedure for all of your accomplishments, calculate the number of “x’s” in
each horizontal row and write that number in the (total) column. When completed, your Ability Analysis
should look like this (partial view below)
4. Based on your personal assessment, choose the six strongest abilities you demonstrated and list them
at the end of the grid.

Accomplishments

Descriptive Actions
1

2

Administer, analyze, coordinate,
develop, direct, evaluate, improve,
supervise, budget, delegate, forecast

x

x

Arrange, catalogue, compile, generate,
organize, process, persuade, systemize,
develop procedures

x

x

3

x

4

5

x

6

x

Conceptualize, create, design, establish,
fashion, illustrate, invent, perform, create,
draw, sketch, sculpt

7

Skill Category
8

Total

2

Management

x

x

7

Organizing

x

x

2

Innovation,
Creativity,
Imagination

Skills Grid
Descriptive Actions

Accomplishments (You will only use the first
4 columns, but for future use you can use all)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Skill Category

Total

Act of managing, supervising, directing,
handling, and delegating to employees

Management

Ability to lead, guide, direct

Leadership

Ability to arrange, catalogue, compile,
generate, organize, process, systemize,
develop procedures

Organizing

Ability to conceptualize, design, establish,
fashion, illustrate, invent, perform, draw,
sketch, sculpt, visualize

Innovation,
Creativity,
Imagination
Mentoring

Ability to coach, teach; acting as a teacher or
counselor
Ability to decide, determine, judge, conclude

Decision Making

Ability to assemble, build, calculate,
operate, overhaul, remodel, repair, tool

Operate &
Assemble

Ability to author, draft, edit, formulate, written
documents, reports with correct grammar and
spelling. Writes clearly and effectively,

Written
Communications

Ability to verbally convey information; speak
clearly, concisely and effectively

Verbal
Communications

Ability to balance financial records, budget,
forecast, market, plan, project

Financial

Ability to follow-through, persevere, continue,
persist, proceed

Follow through

Ability to research, clarify information,
evaluate, identify, inspect, summarize,
investigate, observe, study, examine, measure

Research

Ability to analyze, examine, scrutinize,
evaluate, explore, question, inspect, link,
compare,

Analysis

Ability to solve, explain, redesign, improve,
redesign or restructure

Problem Solving

Ability to plan, strategize, set long-term or
short-term goals, forecast

Planning

Ability to convince, encourage, influence,
motivate, argue, persuade, sell

Persuasion

Ability to be flexible, adapt, acclimate, adjust,
change, revise, amend, accommodate,
cooperate

Flexibility

Ability to initiate, propose, and lead action.

Initiative

Ability to work well in group or team

Team Player

Add your top 3 categories to the table below. These may be your strengths. The more
stories/accomplishments you create in the future, the better it is to determine your top skills and your lowest
skills.
Top 3 Skills - STRENGTHS (for future use I have given you the option to list your top 6 skills as you write more
accomplishment stories)
4.
1.
5.
2.
3.

6.

List your lowest scored skills that relate to the job and these may be your weaknesses or skills you need to
improve upon.
Lowest 3 Skills – WEAKNESSES (for future use I have given you the option to list your top 6 skills as you write more
accomplishment stories)
4.
1.
2.

5.

3.

6.

Step 4: Once all your skills have been identified, list them at the bottom of the appropriate
story.
See the way the samples are below.

Sample Stories
Accomplishment: Analysis

Situation/Task/Problem:
 A terminated employee at ABC Company did not do her job correctly and there were many errors and
problems with insurance billing and payments.
 As a previous employee of this company, I was contacted by the agency’s administrator to help them
fix the errors and get them caught up until another person was hired.
Actions:
 I reviewed every patient account within the previous 3 months for errors.
 I corrected all errors in the patients’ accounts
 I organized all explanation of benefits by insurance company and then by primary and secondary
payment order.
 I created correct claims and properly billed patient insurances.
Results:
 Within 4 weeks time, I had all insurance billing current and payments posted correctly to patient
accounts.
 I did such a good job that I was hired as their permanent replacement and received a salary increase.
Skills Used: Analytical, organization, attention to detail, decision making, efficient

Accomplishment: Attention to Detail

Situation/Task:
 XYZ Company was in need of a patient billing policy and in need of increasing collection of patient
payments within the guidelines of RGW grants and HRSA guidelines.
Actions:
 Analyzed and reviewed the grant and the guidelines of patient billing within the grant.
 Developed a documented policy for the biller to use in patient billing.
 Created documents for patients to understand the new billing policy changes.
 Reviewed billing policy changes with patients directly
Results:
 First, the document was approved by the administrator and board members without changes, and the
billing policy was put in to action.
 Increased patient payments by 25%
Skills Used: Initiative, Verbal and written communication, analytical thinking and thinking of future thinking
Accomplishment: Initiative

Situation/Task:
 As volunteer treasurer of the Evansville Philharmonic Choir, we needed to raise money to travel to
Vienna for a choir competition.
Actions:
 Organized two community events that raised money to cover travel expenses for choir members.
Managed a team of 15 volunteers for each local fundraising event.
 Created all marketing materials for both events.
Results:
 Raised over $50,000 in one weekend which allowed the choir to travel to Vienna.

Skills Used: Initiative, Verbal and written communication, analytical thinking, creativity, decision making,

Unsuccessful Situation: Attention to Detail
Situation/Task:
 The task of posting charges to patient accounts accurately.
Actions:
 Posted charges to the wrong patients account because there were 2 patients with the same first and
last name. The only difference is their middle name.
 Realized the error.

 Made current supervisor aware of error and corrected one patient’s account and re-posted charges to
the correct patient’s account for payment.

Results? What did you learn from Experience? What would you do differently next time?
 Caught mistake before we received payment from the incorrect patient’s insurance.
 Got payment from the correct insurance company on the correct patient.
 Learned to pay more attention to account numbers and date of birth than just names.
 To this day, I continually double check the postings and review end-of-day reports closely.
Skills Used: Attention to detail, interpersonal, oral communication, honesty/integrity

